It is oftentimes impossible to understand how machine learning models reach a decision. While recent research has proposed various technical approaches to provide some clues as to how a learning model makes individual decisions, they cannot provide users with ability to inspect a learning model as a complete entity. In this work, we propose a new technical approach that augments a Bayesian regression mixture model with multiple elastic nets. Using the enhanced mixture model, we extract explanations for a target model through global approximation. To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we evaluate it on different learning models covering the tasks of text mining and image recognition. Our results indicate that the proposed approach not only outperforms the state-of-the-art technique in explaining individual decisions but also provides users with an ability to discover the vulnerabilities of a learning model.
Introduction
Simpler machine learning (ML) methods 1 like decision tree and K-nearest neighbor have limited classification capability but provide better transparency [20] . As a result, they can provide end users with an explanation of individual decisions and even allow them to scrutinize model strengths and weaknesses.
In comparison with those simple learning techniques above, complex learning models (e.g., deep neural networks) typically exhibit tremendous improvement in classification performance. However, they are almost completely opaque, even to the engineers that build them. Presumably as such, they have not yet been widely adopted in critical problem domains, such as diagnosing deadly diseases [6] and making million-dollar trading decisions [7] .
To increase transparency for complicated learning models, recent research primarily adopts two kinds of mechanisms [3] -(1) deep explanation that alters learning models to produce more explainable representations, and (2) model induction that infers explanations for individual decisions through local approximation. While both demonstrate a great potential to help users interpret an individual decision, they lack an ability to convey an understanding of how an ML model -as a complete entity -will behave in the future. As a result, they are not able to provide users with the ability to understand model strengths and weaknesses or, in other words, fail to enable users to foresee when prediction errors might occur.
In this work, we propose a new technical approach. Different from the aforementioned two mechanisms, our approach not only explains an individual decision but, more importantly, provides a learning model with a comprehensive global explanation. As we will show in Section 4, we can take the global explanation to craft adversarial (or pathological) examples and exploit model weaknesses. Technically, our approach introduces multiple elastic nets to a Bayesian regression mixture model and then uses it to extract explanations for models through global approximation. The intuition behind our approach is as follows.
A Bayesian regression mixture model can approximate arbitrary probability density with high accuracy [13] . As we will discuss in Section 3, with multiple elastic nets, we can augment a regression mixture model with an ability to extract patterns even from a learning model that take as input high dimensional data with highly-correlated covariates. Given the pattern, we could extrapolate input features that are critical to the overall performance of an ML model. This information can be used to yield explanations for an individual decision and, more importantly, facilitate one to scrutinize a model's overall strengths and weaknesses.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. Section 3 discusses our technical approach in detail. Section 4 describes our evaluation. We conclude this work in Section 5.
Related Work
As is discussed in Section 1, prior endeavors in demystifying complicated ML models could be categorized into two types -deep explanation and model induction. Here, we summarize these works and discuss their limitations respectively.
The deep explanation mechanism augments a learning model with the ability to yield explanations for individual predictions. Generally, the techniques in this kind mechanism follow two lines of approaches -occluding portions of a single input sample and identifying what parts of the features are important for classification (e.g., [11, 19, 22, 23] ), and computing a gradient of an output corresponding to a class with respect to a given input sample and pinpointing what features are sensitive to the prediction of that sample (e.g., [2, 15, 16, 17, 18] ). While both can give users an explanation for a single decision that a learning model reach, they are not sufficient to provide a global understanding of a learning model, nor capable of exposing its strengths and weaknesses. Since most of the techniques following this mechanism requires altering a specific learning model, they typically cannot be generally applied to explaining prediction outcomes of other machine learning models.
The model induction mechanism treats an ML model as a black box, and produces explanations by learning an interpretable model locally around a prediction. For example, Ribeiro et al. proposed LIME [14] , an explanation technique that samples perturbed instances around a single data sample and fits a sparse linear model to perform local explanations. Going beyond an explanation of a single prediction, Ribeiro et al. also attempted to extend their technique to explain a model as a complete entity. However, explanations obtained through this extension cannot describe the full mapping learned by a machine learning model in that LIME explains a model as a whole only by selecting a small number of representative individual predictions and their explanations.
Technical Approach
A Bayesian linear regression mixture model is a mixture of multiple Gaussian distributions
where Θ represents all parameters relevant and needed. y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) is a set of predictions for n samples, and X = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) ∈ R n×p is the corresponding sample feature matrix. Let
1×p be the i th feature vector, and X j be the j th column of X which contains the values of the j th feature across all the samples. N (z|µ j , τ j ) is the density of the univariate Gaussian distribution for z with mean µ j , and variance τ j . π 1:∞ are the component probabilities, with the sum equal to 1. β 1:∞ and σ 2 1:∞ represent the parameters of regression models, with β j ∈ R p×1 and σ 2 j ∈ R. In general, a mixture model can approximate any learning model with high accuracy, and be viewed as a combination of multiple regression models. Given learning model g : R p → R, we can therefore approximate g(·) with a mixture model using {X, y}, a set of data samples as well as their corresponding predictions obtained from model g, i.e., y = g(X)
2 . For any data sample x i , we can then identify a regression model y i = x i · β j + , which best approximates g(x i ), the prediction of x i . A more detail will be provided in the following.
Since regression models -particularly linear regression -have been used extensively for assessing how feature space affects a decision, by inspecting the weights (model coefficients) of the features present in the input, we can pinpoint the important features, and take them as an explanation for the corresponding individual decision.
Going beyond the power of model approximation and local explainability, another characteristic of a mixture model is that, it can preserve only dominant patterns in data and enable multiple training data samples to share the same regression model. This significantly reduces the amount of explanations that a user has to inspect in order for him or her to scrutinize strengths and weaknesses of a model. While a Bayesian regression mixture model provides us with a great potential to not only explain individual decisions but also understand a model as a whole, it does not always guarantee a success in model approximation, especially when data dimensionality is high, and feature space is sparse and highly correlated. For example, a conventional Bayesian regression mixture model cannot approximate a deep neural network that takes as input a sparse, high-dimensional image sample with highly correlated pixels (e.g., handwritten digits from MNIST [9] ).
To tackle this challenge, we introduce multiple elastic nets to a Bayesian regression mixture model. The elastic net is a regularized regression method that linearly combines the l 1 and l 2 penalties of the lasso and ridge methods. Past research [4, 12] has demonstrated it can encourage the grouping effects among covariates so that highly correlated variables tend to be in or out of a mixture model together. As such, it can potentially augment the aforementioned model approximation method with the ability of dealing with the situation where a high dimensional data sample is sparse, and its features are highly correlated. In the following, we provide more details of a Bayesian regression mixture model. Then, we describe how we integrate multiple elastic nets into this model, and discuss the novelty of our multiple elastic-net integration.
Bayesian Non-parametric Regression Mixture Model
As is specified in Equation (1), the amount of Gaussian distributions is infinite. This indicates there are an infinite number of parameters that need to be estimated. In practice, the amount of data samples available is limited and therefore it is necessary to bound the number of distributions. To do this, truncated Dirichlet process prior [5] can be applied, and the equation (1) can be expressed as follows
To estimate parameters Θ shown in the equation, a non-parametric Bayesian approach first models π 1:J as random probabilities through a so-called "stick-breaking" prior process. With this modeling, parameters π 1:J can then be computed by
with π 1 = u 1 and
Here, u k follows a beta prior distribution, Beta(1, α) parameterized by α, where α can be drawn from Gamma(e, f ), a Gamma conjugate prior with hyperparameters e and f . To make computation efficient, σ 2 j is set to follow an inverse Gamma prior, i.e., σ 2 j ∼ Inv-Gamma(a, b), where a and b are hyperparameters. Given σ 2 1:J , for conventional Bayesian regression mixture model, parameters β 1:J can be drawn from Gaussian distribution N (m β , σ 2 j V β ) with hyperparameters m β and V β . As is described above, using a mixture model to approximate a learning model, for any data sample we can identify a regression model to best approximate the prediction of that sample. This is due to the fact that a mixture model can be interpreted as arising from a clustering procedure which depends on underlying latent indicators z 1:n . For each observation (x i , y i ), z i = j indicates that observation was generated from the j th Gaussian distribution. That is
Mixture Model with Multiple Elastic Nets
Recall a conventional regression mixture model has difficulty in dealing with high dimensional data with highly correlated, sparse features. Here, we propose to enhance a mixture model with multiple elastic nets. Different from previous research [21] that also uses multiple elastic nets to handle high dimensional and highly correlated data, we design our approach to accommodate different types of data heterogeneity. In other words, instead of letting all data samples share the same elastic net parameters, we establish a new hierarchical Bayesian model that allows the parameters of multiple elastic nets to be categorized into multiple states of a Bayesian elastic net prior. As such, our approach has the flexibility to reduce a mixture model to Bayesian lasso or ridge regression under some sample categories, while maintaining the properties of the elastic net under other sample categories. In the following, we describe how we augment conventional regression mixture model with multiple elastic nets.
We modify the conventional regression mixture model by resetting the prior distribution of β 1:J to realize multiple elastic nets. More specifically, we first define mixture distribution
where K denotes the total number of component distributions, and w 1:K represents component probabilities with [4] , which can be expressed as follows
Here, λ i k (i = 1, 2) is a pair of parameters which control lasso and ridge regression for the k th component, respectively. We set both to follow Gamma conjugate prior with λ 1 k ∼ Gamma(R, V /2) and λ 2 k ∼ Gamma(L, V /2). Note that R, L, V are hyperparameters. Φ(·) is the cdf of univariate standard Gaussian distribution, and Z = {−1, +1} p is a collection of all possible p-vectors with elements ±1. Let Z l = 1 for β jl ≥ 0 and Z l = −1 for β jl < 0. Then, O Z ⊂ R p can be determined by vector Z ∈ Z, indicating the corresponding orthant.
With the aforementioned definition for mixture distribution, we now derive the prior for β 1:J . In particular, we introduce a set of latent indicators c 1:J . For each parameter β j , c j = k indicates that parameter follows distribution f k (·) with P r(c j = k) = w k . Using this and following the process introduced in [4] , we can obtain the following
where τ j ∈ R p×1 denotes latent variables and
Posterior Computation and Post-MCMC Analysis
We develop a customized MCMC method involving a combination of Gibbs sampling and MetropolisHastings for posterior computation. Briefly, it involves augmentation of the model parameter space by the aforementioned mixture component indicators, z i , i = 1, ..., n and c j , j = 1, ..., J. These indicators enable simulation of relevant conditional distributions for model parameters. As the MCMC proceeds, they can be estimated from relevant conditional posteriors and thus we can obtain posterior simulations for model parameters and mixture component indicators jointly. Due to the page limits, we provide technical details in supplement material. Considering fitting a mixture model with MCMC suffers from the well-known label switching problem, complicating posterior inference. we use an iterative relabeling algorithm introduced in [1] .
Evaluation
Recall the motivation of our proposed solution is to increase transparency for complicated machine learning models so that users could leverage our solution to not only understand an individual decision (explainability) but also scrutinize the strengths and weaknesses of the target model (scrutability). Our evaluation of the proposed solution thus focuses on aforementioned two aspects -explainability and scrutability.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate our proposed solution in the context of image recognition and text classification. More specifically, we apply our approach to explain deep neural network (DNN) for classifying handwritten digits, and random forest as well as Support Vector Machine (SVM) for categorizing newsgroup posts. These machine learning methods represent the techniques most commonly used for the corresponding classification tasks. Note that before we set out to understand aforementioned ML models using our approach, we first train these ML models to achieve more than decent classification performance on the training data sets. The following section describes the data sets that we used to train those classifiers as well as tactics and primary metrics that we use to evaluate the validity and utility of our proposed approach.
Data Set
'comp.sys' newsgroups data set [8] : It is a collection of newsgroups posts containing 1,945 samples across 2 topics. The newsgroups posts are split into training and testing data sets based on the dates they have been posted. It is a subset of 20 newsgroups data set [8] .
MNIST data set [10] : This data set is a large database of handwritten digits that is commonly used for training various image recognition systems. It is composed of 70,000 greyscale images (of 28×28, or 784, pixels) of handwritten digits, split into a training set of 60,000 samples and a testing set of 10,000 samples.
Tactics and Metrics
Intuition suggests that close approximation is essential to precise insights into the model under examination. Therefore we develop our solution as a classifier treating target model predictions as ground truth and approximate the decision boundary. We measure Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to gauge our approximation accuracy:
, where g i represents a single prediction obtained from a learning model, andĝ i denotes the approximated prediction obtained from our approach. Here, n is the total number of training data samples. To be specific, we calculate the RMSE from the-state-of-the-art solution in this field (i.e. LIME) as the benchmark, against which we evaluate the superiority of our solution in terms of approximation accuracy. To also establish the faithfulness of our inferences to the target model, we apply our solution to machine learning models that are self explainable (i.e. Random Forest and SVM) and measure the consistency in feature importance inferences. To showcase how our proposed solution could enhance the scrutability of a target ML model, we manually craft adversarial and pathological examples against the patterns that our approach extracts and examine if they can exploit the weaknesses of corresponding learning models. The intuition behind this is that the exploitability of adversarial (and pathological) samples indicates the correctness of the patterns that our approach extracts. In the following, we describe our findings as well as the design of our experiments in greater details.
Explainability
Before we showcase how our proposed solution could complement complex ML models by providing explainability, we present the approximation accuracy (as measured by RMSE) of our solution in the aforementioned two scenarios (handwritten digit recognition and text classification) along with the corresponding performance from LIME as our benchmark. As is shown in Table 1 , our technical approach exhibits much lower RMSE than LIME, which indicates superior approximation accuracy. The reason behind this observation is that, different from LIME, our approach does not require random sample perturbations. As such, it avoids approximation errors introduced by the sampling bias.
Better approximation brings about more precise and granular insights into the target model. Figure 1a illustrates ten handwritten digits randomly selected from each of the classes in MNIST data set. We apply our solution as well as LIME to each of the images shown in the figure then select and highlight the top 150 influential pixels that each approach deems important to the decision made by deep neural network classifier. The results are presented in Figure 1b and 1c for our approach and LIME respectively. As we can observe in these figures, our approach nearly perfectly highlights the contour of each digit, whereas LIME identifies only the partial contour of each digit. We repeat this exercise for 100 times and find this superior performance persist through trials. This indicates our approach offers better resolution and more granular explanations to individual predictions.
Similar to what we observe in handwritten figure recognition case, our approach also outperforms LIME in the context of text classification. Figure 2 illustrates one such example: the words highlighted are the most influential indicators for determining if the text snippet belongs to the category of "mac hardware". By applying both our approach and LIME to the random forest and SVM classifiers, we can observe that the keywords highlighted by our approach is intuitively more distinguishable than those identified by LIME.
Since SVM and random forest models are explainable by nature, we also leverage this case to quantify our solution's faithfulness to a target model. To be specific, we identify top four influential words for each of the classification task using our solution and compare them with the top four most weighted features in the original model. While the order of top four influential words vary slightly in our comparison against SVM, the words that our solution identifies match perfectly with those revealed in SVM and random forest model.
Scrutability
We define scrutability as an ability to not only identify inputs that are critical to the target ML model but also recognize dimensions that are relatively more vulnerable, or could lead to misclassification in a given ML model. To establish the scrutability of our proposed solution, we construct adversarial and pathological samples based on the vulnerable dimensions that our approach identifies and test them on the target ML model. Figure 3 illustrates patterns that our solution deems important to the aforementioned deep neural network model classifying handwritten digits in MNIST dataset in heat map form. While most patterns follow our human intuition, we notice that all the recognized patterns are distributed at the center of the canvas, which implies the model may only identify the digits written at the center. For some patterns (e.g., the pattern for digit one), we also observe the model may tolerate a handwritten digit with a certain degree of rotation. In addition, we discover that patterns extracted for some classes could be visually similar (e.g., digits 4 and 9), which might indicate that the model might have weaker distinguishability for some classes.
To verify our hypothesis above, we craft different adversarial samples, which are presented in Figure 4 . To be specific, the first and second rows of adversarial samples are meant to test if this DNN model can only recognize digits that are located at the center of the canvas while the last row of adversarial samples are testing if the model only tolerates certain degree of rotation. These adversarial samples presented in Figure 4 are all misclassified by DNN with close to 99% confidence. In Figure 4 , we also illustrate some pathological samples that follow the patterns our solution extracts but are somewhat unclassifiable to human eyes. These samples are generated by assigning random values to the high energy parts of the extracted patterns. Although these samples do not look like the corresponding digits, in fact a good number of them do not look like digits, these samples are still classified into corresponding classes with confidences close to 100%. To some extent, this verifies that the extracted patterns provided by our solution are indeed important to DNN in this case.
We also extend our evaluation of scrutability to the scenario of text classification using 'comp.sys' data. Table 2 lists two sets of keywords that our approach extracts for two ML models. Figure 5 shows one classification example, in which both learning models classify the snippet into 'ibm.pc.hardware' with high confidence (94.20% and 93.47% for random forest and SVM, respectively).
We replace word 'dos' -important for both classifiers -with the words shown in Figure 5 , and test each of the newly crafted snippets against both classifiers. The value shown in Figure 5 indicates the confidences of categorizing new snippets into 'ibm.pc.hardware'. We notice that by replacing 'dos' with words that our solution deems important for another class (e.g. 'mac.hardware'), we dramatically reduce the ML model's confidence in classifying the snippet under investigation as 'ibm.pc.hardware'. This again verifies the patterns that our approach extracts accurately reflect what are learned by both ML classifiers.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work introduces a new technical approach to interrogate complicated ML models. Technically, it treats a target learning model as a black box and approximates its decision boundary through a Bayesian regression mixture model with multiple elastic nets. With this approach, model developers and users can approximate complex ML models with low errors and obtain better explanations of individual decisions. More importantly, they can extract patterns learned by a target learning model and use it to scrutinize model strengths and weaknesses.
While our proposed approach exhibits outstanding performance in explaining individual decisions, and provides a user with an ability to discover model weaknesses, its performance may not be as good as what we observe in explaining discriminative learning model, particularly when applied to interrogating temporal learning models (e.g., hidden Markov models or recurrent neural networks). This is due to the fact that, our approach takes features independently whereas time series analysis deals with features temporally dependent. As part of the future work, we will therefore equip our approach with the ability of dissecting temporal learning models.
